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ROSS CHAPTER 47:  Genesis 15:1-7 

1.  After these things, the Word of ADONAI came to Abram in [a] vision saying, “Do not fear, 

Abram; I [am] your shield, your reward of great abundance1.” 

a. hyFhfA:  QAL PF 3ms hyh (idiomatic - better translated “came” than “was”) 

b. rmo)l':  QAL INF CONS rm) + l; prefix 

c. )rfyt@i:  QAL JUSSIVE 2ms (negated) )ry 
d. hb@'r;ha:  HIPH INF ABS hbr 

2. Abram said, “Lord G-D2, who3 will you give to me, since I myself go childless, and [the] heir4 of 

my  house(hold) *is the+ Damascene Eliezer?” 

a. rme)$y@wA:  QAL WCI 3ms rm) 

b. Nt@et@i:  QAL IMPF 2ms Ntn 

c. K7l'w]h:  QAL ACT PTC ms K7lh 

3. Abram said, “Since you have not given me an heir [lit. seed], now one born in my house is about 

to become my heir!” 

a. rme)$y@wA:  QAL WCI 3ms rm) 

b. ht@ftanF:  QAL PF 2ms Ntn 
c. #$r'w]y:  QAL ACT PTC ms #$ry 

4. But right then a word of ADONAI [came5] to him saying, “This man will not be your heir, but 

rather the one who proceeds from your loins will be your heir. 

a. rmo)l':  QAL INF CONS rm) + l; prefix 

b. K1#$;rfyyI|:  QAL IMPF 3ms #$ry (negated) + 2ms obj. suff. 

c. )c'y':  QAL IMPF 3ms )cy 

d. K1#$\erfyyI|:  QAL IMPF 3ms #$ry + 2ms obj. suff.6 

5. [ADONAI] drove him outside and said, “Gaze heavenward and count the stars, if you are able to 

count them.”  Then He said to him, “Thus will your offspring [lit. seed] be.”  

a. )c'w]y@wA:  HIPH WCI 3ms )cy 

b. rme)$y@wA:  QAL WCI 3ms rm) 

                                                                 
1 The presence of the definite article prefix pushes us  to translate this as  a noun, but note the textual  variant given in the cri tical 

apparatus  of BHS; the Samari tan Pentateuch reading would be rendered “I increase your reward exceedingly.” 
2 Note that the tw]d@qun: (vowel points) under the Tetragrammaton are not those of ynFdo)j, but rather those of Myhi$l)v.  Since the 

Tetragrammaton is preceded by the actual  word ynFdo)j (Lord), the Divine name is to be read Myhi$l)v ins tead (and translated into 

English as G-D). 
3 The usual pronoun for “who” is ymi; however, since the referent to hma here is  a person, “who” is  a better translation than 

“what.” 
4
 The Hebrew literally reads  “the son of acquisition,” but translation of “heir” is per Cyrus  H. Gordon, “Biblical Customs and the 

Nuzu Tablets ,” Biblical Archaeologist Reader, 2 (1940):21-33 (available through Miller Library’s ATLAReligion database); cf. 

Theological Wordbook of the Old Testament’s entry for q#$eme.  
5 Verbless clause: provided the verb “came” in translation. 
6 Notice that the pointing is slightly different between the two occurrences  of  #$ry in this verse, but the parsing is the same for 

both.  The negation of the fi rs t occurrence causes a  shift in the stress from the penult to the ul tima, accounting for the presence 
of the unstressed šewa in place of the stressed segol found in the second occurrence. 
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c. +b@eha:  HIPH IMPTV ms +bn 
d. r$ps;w@:  QAL IMPTV ms rps + waw conj. 

e. lkaw@t@:  QAL IMPF 2ms lky 

f. r$p,s;li:  QAL INF ABS rps + l; prefix 

g. rme)$y@wA:  QAL WCI 3ms rm) 

h. hyeh;yi:  QAL IMPF 3ms hyh 

6.  He trusted in ADONAI, and He credited it – righteousness – to him. 

a. Nmi)vhew::  HIPH PF 3ms Nm) + waw conj. 

b. hfbe#$x;y@AwA:  QAL WCI 3ms b#$x + 3fs obj. suff. 

7. He said to him, “I [am] ADONAI who brought you out from Ur of [the] Kasdim to give you this 

land to possess it.” 

a. rme)$y@wA:  QAL WCI 3ms rm) 

b. K1yti)c'w]h:  HIPH PF 1cs )cy + 2ms obj. suff. 

c. ttelf:  QAL INF CONS Ntn + l; prefix 

d. h@t@\f#;$ril;:  QAL INF CONS #$ry + 3fs obj. suff. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"Language is not merely a means of expression and communication; it is an instrument of experiencing, thinking, 
and feeling ... Our ideas and experiences are not independent of language; they are all integral parts of the same 
pattern, the warp and woof of the same texture. We do not first have thoughts, ideas, feelings, and then put them 

into a verbal framework. We think in words, by means of words. Language and experience are inextricably 
interwoven, and the awareness of one awakens the other. Words and idioms are as indispensible to our thoughts 
and experiences as are colors and tints to a painting."  

 
William Chomsky, Hebrew: the Eternal Language (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 1957), p.3.  
 
William Chomsky was Professor of Hebrew at Dropsie College and one of the world's foremost Hebrew grammarians. He was the father of Noam Chomsky, the famous linguist. 

 

 


